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THE MAGAZINE OF NEWFOUNDLAND-EVERY ISSUE A SOUVENIR
During the War Years, reciprocal trade between ~ewfollnd~
land and Canada increased by more tban 45O'7c. Tbe people
of both countries will benefit if tbis high level of trade is
maintained.
The Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is
urging Canadian (irms to establish their export business 00
a sound basis of u>nlifUlous supply, Qualily that is uniform,
and Prices that are falr. This policy will benefit importers of
Canadian goods.
The new Jmport Division of the Canadian Foreign Trade
Service is rendering every assistance possible to Canadian
importers. This is another direct benefit to business meo in
otber countries with goods 10 sell in Canada.
These Agencies of the Canadian Government will be glad
to help you bu)' or sell io Canada. For complete information,
coo1acl-
J. C. BRnToN, Canadian Trade Commi sioner
Circular Road, 51. Jobo's, Newfoundland
Department of Trade and Commerce
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EDIT OR I A L
The People Will Decide
St. John's, Newfoundland.
LISTENING to the political orators and reading their published
interviews, from a distance, one is apt to be persuaded that the
truth lies somewhere in such statements. But when you talk to
the people for whom the self-appointed advocates of various causes
have made sweeping pronouncements, you get quite a different
impression.
A fortnight spent in Newfoundland talking with people in all
walks of life has convinced the writer that generally speaking the
men who see only one course for Newfoundland, whether it be
Responsible Government, Commission Government, or Confedera-
tion with Canada, are speaking largely for themselves, and certainly
for not more than small sections of the population. The great
body of the people have not yet made up their minds.
At the moment they are waiting to see what sort of a deal
the Newfoundland delegates at Ottawa may be able to make with
Canada. When that information is forthcoming the tempo of
political activity may be quickened, for all other alternatives of
Newfoundland's future form of Government, except union with the
U.S.A. which appears to be out altogether, have been explored.
Meanwhile the people are watching and waiting, and pondering
the vital issues at stake.
They are thinking of such things as the country's standard
of living and of Newfoundland's complete dependence on world
conditions in the uncertain future. They know that behind the
various political proposals there are cold economic facts. The
New York Times in a recent editorial probably reflects the thoughts
of the people here more accurately than does any of the loud orations
from the biased politicians.
Says the Times "Like the peoples of Central Europe, India,
China, and other island of the sea, the ewfoundlanders can
prosper only as the great currents of trade and enterprise once more
begin to flow. The Newfoundlanders alone cannot turn the tide.
Their little country is a part of Mr. Willkie's One World."
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GENERAl AG£NTS IN NEWfOUNDLAND,
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k.l.M. ROY'I Oute'" Airlift ..
We Islands, through our ancestral roots and
geographical position. hove both inherited traits
which bind us noturally together, as kindred spirits.
It is only natural we hove been doing business
together for years, to our mutual advantage.
To foster Goodwill and further develop
trade, we must give good service, quality
products, of fair prices.
For full information relative
to our Inter-Island trade, con-
tact W. E. Agnew, ChorloNe-
town, Trade Commissioner to
Newfoundland.
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Atlantic Guardian's Platform
To make Newtoundland beHer
known at home and ebroad;
To promote trade and travel in
the Island;
To encouraqe development of
the Island's natural resourceSi
To foster good relations between
Newfoundland and her neigh.
bors.
GAFFING 16 LB. SALMON,
SERPENTINE RIVER,
NEWFOUNDLAND
Copyright:
Newfoundland Tourist
Development Boord
WE HAVE about one hundred and fifty rivers inwhich Atlantic Salmon are caught and some of
these, notably the Serpentine and the Humber, offer
the best spotts fishing in the world.
Newfoundland Rivers are not leased and anyone can
fish for the price of a licence.
Trout Fishing may be done in thousands of ponds,
brooks and gullies without even the bother of a
/lcenee.
When you are in the Capital, visit
~HN'S
NEWFOUNDLAND'S PREMIER DEPARTMENT STORES
• aeyond a certain mild and thor-
oughly reprehensible talent for drawing
elaborate mustaches and hom-rimmed
glasses on the men of distinction in
liquor advertisements, this department
has no artistic pretensions whatsoever.
It is with a certain apprehension,
therefore, that we find ourselves this
month rubbing elbows, metaphorically
speaking, with two distinguished New-
foundland painters and endeavouring
to reproduce, in the small space avail-
able, samples of their work
The first is a portrait by James
O'Connor Lynch, of Montreal, of
young Michael P. Cashin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. P. j. Cashin and a
member of a family well known m
Newfoundland.
"In the opinion of all who have seen
this portraIt," says Thomas Cahill,
student at Loyola College in Montreal,
who sent us a picture of the work and
a bi01ot"raphical sketch of M r. O'Connor
Lynch, "it is not only an excellent
resemblance or th€" subject but has
all the other qualities of a superb
work or art. Exceptionally gcxxl are
the ease of pose and analysis or
character, combined with a rendering
of delicat~ flesh tints seldom found in
the art or painting today." \Ve are
very happy to understand from this
note that if ever we have the honor of
meeting the artist in person it will be
all right to compliment him on the
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GUARDIAN ANGLES
fact that his portrait is a very fine
resemblance of the subject. The last
time we were at a gathering of artists
we produced a distinct chill in the
atmosphere by innocently remarking
in regard to a picture of an attenuated
and lemon·colored female labelled
"Portrait of l\lercia" that it did not
look much like the real Mercia who
was a stout, healthy-looking lad}' with
a distinct cast in one eye.
The "modern" artist, we were given
to understand before being ejected
frol11 the gathering, seeks to reproduce
the "soul and spirit" rather than the
physical appearance of his subject.
Mr. O'Connor Lynch, however, is
an artist of the traditional school.
Born in St. John's. he was an athlete
of some distinction at St. Bonaven-
ture's College before lea,-ing for Rome,
Italr. with hi parents at the age of 15.
His father, J. F. Lynch, opened a
private banking firm in Rome and the
young artist studied there under
Eugenio Renazzi. He has a studio in
l\lontreal where he specializes in
portrait and figure and carries on a
vigorous private war against many of
the modernistic trends in art which
he once characteriz<..ad in the public
prints as " a form of humbug that
masq uerades as true art."
(Continued on page 46)
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Mayson Beeton, a traveller of repute,
returned to England from this side of
the Atlantic with great tales of virgin
forests left untouched since the days of
John Cabot. This vision of primeval
forests fired the imagination of the
young newspaperman, and he conjured
up a picture of a giant mill on the banks
of a great reservoir in Newfoundland-
the greatest woterway in one of the
oldest of Britain's possessions and one
of the least explored or exploited up to
that time. Alfred Harmsworth, being a
(Continued on page m
DAVIES PICTURES
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By LAURA BLACKMORE
·PAPER TOWN
GRAND FALLS
GRAND FALLS is the realized dreamof a newspaperman sitting in a
Landon office well aver thirty years ago.
That man was Alfred Hormsworth, later
Lard Northcliffe, the mighty English news-
paper magnate who revolutionized the
newspaper industry of the British Isles.
Back in the early days of the present
century Alfred Harmsworth foresaw the
future of the growing newspaper. He
also foresaw the result of the coming
growth-the shortage of raw materials
for the newsprint without which no
newspaper industry could hope to expand.
Around about that crucial time Sir
1----~.,,_n""11"_ "
THE MILL Th..p;,;' of G'ond
Falls is typified in this pictur.
of the wood·conveyer with mass
of pulp wood piled underneath,
and the smoke stock and acid
tower of the mill dominating the
skyline. The vastness of the
poper mill undertaking is ex-
pressed in the .....ood pile, which
,epresenh the for·flung empire
of the A. N. D. Co. ltd., wh~.
the towering stack which il the
first and lost landmark to b.
seen entering or leaving the
confines of the town is expressive
of the thriving industry of the
tir.leu miJl which gives job.
to so many Newfoundlanden.
MEN AT WORK Above, ° hondM
of the hundreds of workers who doily and
nightly wend their way to the premises
of the A. N. O. Co. ltd:, pope' mill, which
is the pulsing heart of the industrial Iif.
of Grand foils. The few men in the pictur.
or. some of the early arrivals for the 4 p.m.
to midnight tour. The baskets contain their
evening meal. At left is a typical winter
sune with one of the hundreds of lumbermen
who keep the mighty mow of the Grond
Falls poper miU filled with pu4p wood. The
Newfoundland lumberman sows his trau
with a buck·saw. However, on oxe is
sometimes used to mark where the sow will
be inserted, and to determine the "fall"
of the tree. The spruce and fir trees in
the bockground, interspersed with the
bore bronchu of birch, show forest land
typ ical of the Newfoundland countryside.
man of deeds as well as of dreams, at
once took steps to secure the rights to the
Newfoundland forests and the New-
foundland waterways which were to
furnish the power for the great project
he had in mind. The result is Grand
Falls as we know it today--<l town of
five thousand people living in modem
houses with up~t04date facilities, paved
streets, smart deportment stores, and all
the many amenities that go to make up a
modem town.
The scale of wages paid by Anglo·
Newfoundland Development Company,
which is the company originated by Lord
Northcliffe and his brother, afterwards
Lord Rothermere, is one of the highest
in the country and compares favorably
with the best woge-scale in Canada.
The standard of living of the people of
Grand Falls is the highest in New-
foundland. The incidence of tuber-
culosis, that grim Newfoundland Ilkiller"
is the lowest in the country, and the health
CABOT SQUARE L; k.
many tawns in Newfaundlnnd,
Grand Falls is not without its
mute memorials to the country's
discoverer, John Cabot. In the
picture below we see a section
of Cabo' Rood with its tree-
lined, stone-walled expanse, which
brings to mind a bit of Olde
England. The dreet, which i.
a short residential one, con-
verges on Cabot Square, right,
which in turn opens into High
Street, Grand Falls' only business
section. Cabot Road is like
most streets of the paper town,
varying only in the number of
houses and their different types
of architecture. All are tr••-
lined, paved and carefully kept.
Not all are walled, though this I.
an objective at the town-planning.
STAfF HOUSE Th. StaH Hau••,
above, was Dnd is essentially Q home for
company employees who either work in the
Grand Falls Mill, or who visit the town
periodically. But in recent years the Staff
House hos more or less acquired the status
of 0 regular hotel and tokes guests up to ih
copacity. The building is very modern
and is ably run by a big genial Scotsman,
George Allen, who has endeared Mimself
to the hearts of so many visitors to Grand
Foils. Grand folts House, left, was the
Newfoundland home of the town's founder,
the late lord Northcliff.. It now belongs
to the A. N. O. Co. ltd., and many disting-
uished guests ore entertained within its
graciaus partals. Set in spaciaus grounds
of great natural beauty, overlooking the vast
expanse of the Exploits River, the 'House'
enjoys the choice site of Grand Falls.
and well-being of the townsfolk is
generally higher than anywhere else
throughout the island.
Grand Falls, in conjunction with the
rest of Newfoundland, has this year
celebrated the 450th anniversary of
the discovery of Newfoundland by John
Cabot. It is worthy of note that the
founder of Grand Falls found proctically
the same virgin forests as flourished on
the bonks of the Exploits River when
John Cabot mode his londfoll ot Bonovisto.
(Cope Breton theories to the controry) in
1497. The only difference is thot when
John Cobot ond loter explorers come to
Newfoundland the Beothic Indions in-
habited the shores of the Exploits.
Where the giont paper mills of the
A. N. D. Co. ltd. now stond, the wigwams
of the Aborigines once stood. Where
men with lunch baskets in hand now
stroll leisurely to work in the Mochine
(Confinued on page J6)
TOWN The Town Hall. below, with
HALL ~1~ey~OW;di~:~i~9~n~ar~~wl;:
centre of the recreational life of Grand
Falls. Built in 1930 of imported brick. it is
equipped with 100% efficient fire exits, has
excellent acoustk properties, indired light·
ing, and a well·equipped stage. In the
Town Hall, movies are shown, concerts and
plays are staged, local exhibitions, publk
meetings and dances are held. In a word,
the social life of the town revolves around it.
The town's only Govemment-owned public
building, right, is the combined Post Office,
Court House and Jail. h is a fine building
and serves the district well for its many uses.
THE TOWN M,. l. R. Coopo" O.8.E.,
MANAGER ~~~~ D~~:~,~:~:i:f::
pioneers of Grand Falls, having come here
from England in 1908. Since that early
date he has always been auociated with
Town Planning and Town Management, and
has been actively engaged in every dvic or
patriotic project that has been inaugurated.
He is Ma;or of the local Church lads'
Brigade. Souetary of the Amalgamated
Schools, known as Grand Foils Academy,
s.aetaryoof the Home Front Associatton.
formed during the war, and is Chairman or
Secretory af many associations and dubs.
FIRE BRIGADE Grand foil. has Its own Fir. Brigade which Is a voluntary orgon1J:a·
lion operating under a Fir. Chi.f. The job of being a fireman in Grand Faits is not a
full-time one but is carried 04Jt with %eal and thoroughness by the firemen in addition to
their regular duties. The fire-fighting equipment is most modern and the efficiency of it
and of the local firemen has been proved beyond a doubt during the many years the
sYltem has been in operation here. Grand Falls has had no tragic conflagration to its
discredit. and very few disastrous fires on a grand scale have marred its record to dote.
LUMBERMEN'S The Newfoundland
ASSOCIATION ~::b:;'::;=::
takes care of the woodsmen who work
in the interior of Newfoundland. Most of
this union's members are in the employ of
the A. N. O. Co. Ltd., ond of Bowele'"
Np and Paper MiUs Ud., Comer Brook.
The home offke of the union is situated at
Grand Foils now, though up to 0 couple of
yean ago all the business of the associotton
was conducted 01 Point leamington, (I
.easide village about "0 miles hom her••
ond the home of the founder and Presiden'
of the Association, William Thompson.
Th. association is 0 live one and keeps in
touch with its more thon 600 members
through its organ, "The Newfoundland
lumberman", a monthly journal of 8 poge•.
POLICE Thl, homoy dwol·
STATION I;~gke ~::'. ~~~
lie",. it or not. The cosy olmos·
phor. emanating therefrom may
orise from the fad that the core-
toker of the Station, who is also
the jailkeeper, lives, with his good
wife, in the second storey, which
...plains the attradive cvrtoins-
on acceuory no' usually onoc-
ioled with Police Stottom. It ihouId
not be inferred from the outward
appearance of the Grand Falls
Polk_ Station that the PoIk.men
in charge or. indin.d to b.
lenient with the low-breakers.
NEWSPAPER The town's only newspaper, "Th. Grand Falls Adver1iJe,", is published
w••kly by the Blackmore Printing Company ltd. It is on 8·column, full-sae newspaper,
ranging from ten to sixteen poges per issue, and it is a member of the Canadian Weekly
Newspaper Association. "The Advertise'" building is a modern one-storey concrete
structure, which houses an up.to.dote printing plant where practically all of the town's
and most of the district's commercial printing is done. The picture shows the joint owners,
Mike and Wolter Blackmore, scannnig 0 proof before beginning the press run,
(Continued from page 12)
Room, the Machine shaps, the Grinder
Room, and the many ather branches of
the great Paper Mill, Beothics ance
strode as leisurely by en route ta their
hunting grounds "across the river", to their
choice fishing streams up "Stoney Brook"
or on their annual caribou hunts.
The pathway which runs parallel with
the river behind the mill was ance trod
by the Indians. The scenic island which
dots the River, across from what is now
the Grand Falls Golf Course, was once
the home of the Beothics. This island
knew their wigwams, its age~old trees
heard their pow-wows, and the idle
waters of the Exploits lulled their young
fry to rest at the day's peaceful end.
Little did the Indians of Cabot's day
foresee the industry, the activity and the
modern upheavals which were destined
in a few short centuries to take place on
the shores of their Exploits River.
fDueATION G,end Fell. High Scheel.
above, enrolls about 200 of the 700 students
of the Grand Falls Academy,an amalgamated
school, which with Notre Dame Academy,
the Cotholic Parochial School, supplies the
youth of the town with a good liberal
elementary and high sChool education. The
modern school building set at the rear of
the beautiful Memorial grounds was erected
by the people of Grand Falls to the memory
of the local lads who gave their lives in the
first Great War. The Memorial Grounds
ore about to undergo improvements to the
tune of twenty·odd thousand dollars as a
further Memorial to the heroes of World
War II. At right is tne Doily Moil library.
HOUSING Grand Fall. ha. an •••r-
present housing problem. The majority of
houses in the town or. company owned and
or. rented to company employees only.
Th. ttovs. shown above is privately owned
and has sinee be.n completed. On the
company files is a .tonding list of would·be
home ownO" or tenants. Many company
employees buad their own homes, and
those worlcing outside the company must
build their own. if they would hove Q place
to live. It is both eosy and dleap to secure
a 1.0.58 of lond on which to build, the yearly
rental for said l.ol.ho'd land being the
:um of one cent Uel. At right one of the
town carpent.,s, Bill House, is paying over
his one cent to the Asiuton' Town Monoger,
Tom Howell, who is about to gi't'e on offtCiol
receipt for the amount. The house shown
below is occupied by the Secretory-Treasurer
of the A. N. D. Company, J. S. Goodyear,
and i. one of the fin.st hou••• in the town.
PUBLIC HEALTH The to~·. ho.p;tal
of ninet••n beds, nomed in honour of lady
NorthdiH., is owned and operated by the
A. N. O. Co. ltd. and is of the Cottoge
Hospital type. The cornerstone wos laid
by Lady Northcliff., who donated severol
beds cnd considerable equipment. Since
then, however, the once small emergency
hospital hos grown greotty and many exten-
sions have been added. The present staff
consists of 3 physicians,S registered nurses,
1 X-ray technician, an orderly, a clerk and
'everal maids and aides. Much fine
surgical work has been done at the com-
poro'i....ly small hospital and many lives
hove been saved because of its presence in
tn. inland town. The town's milk supply
comes from the Grand foils Farm, whidl is
owned and operated by the A. N. O. Co. ltd.
It hos the most up-to-date pasteurizing plant
procurable. Its sixty CK so caws are m~ked
electrically and a well-trained, eHicient
dairy staH handles the product until it is
deHvered daily to the town's six hundred
cvstomers in two horse-drawn 'tehides.
BANK Th. Banlc of Montreal is the only
banking house which aperales in Grand
Folts. It handles ttt. payroll af the A. No O.
Ca. Ud, and all the bU'Siness of tne com-
paratively small number of enterprises
which operate in the town. This f.,e build-
ing, wa.s con.structed about 10 years ago.
BUSINESS SECTION The G'ond
faU. CooOperotive Society Ltd. began
busineu in Grand Fall. on December 23,
1920, under the able management of Harry
R.tch., of Manchester, England. Since
that dot. the business hal grown out of all
proportion to its humble beginnings. Th.
total invested capitol belongs to the people
of the community. The modern building
below was erected by the Royal Stor•• ltd.
of SI. John', about ten years ago, and is a
fine two-storey department store structure.
RECREAliON The jun.,,. of
the town spend a lot of their
,.ilufe on the Athlefic. Ground.s.
where they play Of"gonized games
of football ond baseball. They
0110 indulge in the various fietd
sports. Since lost September the
town boosts a Coach who trains
the youth of the community in
ttle various games and sports,
and in physical training as well.
lh. old swimming hoi. has gone
up-fa-date in Grand Falls these
days. Young and old no longer
hove to resort to the Exploits
River, with its submerged logs
and unknown depths, for their
doily swim for the town is
equipped with a smort swimming
pool complete with dressing
rooms, guards, and all the
amenities that go to moke
swimming a delight. like all
locQI facilities. the Poof is owned
ond operated by the A. N. O. Co.
ltd. and is situated most pictur-
esquely on the bonlcs of the
bploih. Two Grand Fall. girts
are seen in action, lower right,
on one of the four tennis courts
where inter·town tournaments are
played with great enthu.iasm.
The courts are con'rolled by a
Tenni. Club, and the u.e of the
courts is for club members ar
their auf·af·town club gue.t. only.
NEWFOU~DLAND
FILMS SHOWN
IN BOSTON
MORE than 600 "Boston-
ian" :\ewfoundlanders at-
tended the recent showing of
:\ewfoundland films held under
the au pices of the :\ewfound-
land \Var Veterans Association
of Bo ton in Longfellow School
in CambridRe, l\lass. l\lajor R.
H. Tait, Director of Tourist
and Publicity Services. Office of
the Trade Commissioner for
:\ewfoundland in :\ew York,
put on the show and ga\-e a
commentary on the films, which
included scenic and industrial
subjects. The audience thrilled
to familiar scenes as the various
reels, in technicolor, were run
off.
During the same visit to
Boston, l\lajor Tait showed the
movies in the Senior High School,
\Vatertown, l\lass., at the invita-
tion of the Episcopal l\len's
Club of the Church of the Good
Shepherd. About 200 people
attended this showing, including
many American businessmen who
were very much impressed with
the sports fishing of :\ewfound-
land as demonstrated in the
pictures.
Chairman for the \Vatertown
showing was Arthur A. Gordon
of Hoover lotors Inc., Boston,
a :\ewfoundlander by birth, who
has the distinction of the longest
service record of all Ford dealers
in :-<ew England.
•
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NEWFOUNDLAND
TREES GROW
IN THE
FALKLANDS
By Capt. R. C. Sheppard
An experiment in international
goodwill brings happy results far
twa widely-separated islands.
A sidelight an the "Trepassey's"
1945 Antarctic cruise, told by
the man who carried it out.
[DPON my arrival in the5.5. Eagle at PortStanley in January,
1945, I was struck by
the desolate and barren appear-
ance of the Falkland Islands, due
to the en tire lack of trees or even
shrubs--except a few of each
under cultivation in the gardens
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of some residen ts. I was in-
formed by the Governor and the
Director of Agriculture that the
lack of vegetation was due to the
peaty soil and to the prevailing
high winds.
They told me that over a
period of years trees from various
countries had been imported and
transplanted in an attempt to
provide shel ter for the sheep, bu t
the trees had never taken root.
The only shelter the sheep had
was the tussac grass which grows
to a height of six feet and is,
incidentally, the staple diet of
the sheep. On the Islands at
present are something like a
million sheep, all of which roam
at will in a more or less wild state
and are only rounded up at
shearing time, for the industry is
maintained only for its wool
prod uction.
Although I did not mention
the matter to anyone in Port
Stanley, I decided, should I
again return to the Falkland
Islands from Newfoundland, to
bring along some Newfoundland
trees of the hardier type and see
just what success we should have
with them. Hence, that fall
when I prepared the motor ship
Trepassey for her An tarctic voy-
age at St. John's and the vessel
was ready for sea, I got in touch
with the Director of Agriculture
and was successful in obtaining
one hundred and twen ty trees.
They varied in age from seed-
lings to ten-year saplings and
consisted of l\ewfoundland white
and black spruce, Norwegian
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pine, fir, silver birch and cherry.
There were also a few juniper
saplings.
The Department of Agricul-
ture carefully packed the roots
of the trees in their native soil
from the Nursery and sewed
them in burlap bags, and I was
instructed to water them daily
and not expose them to the
tropical sun.
With this cargo of Newfound-
land trees for the Falkland
Islands, and Labrador sledge
dogs for the Islands' Depen-
dencies Survey, the T repassey
sailed on 1\0vember 20th, 1945.
The care of the dogs occupied
most of the ship's personnel dur-
ing the voyage, and what Ii ttle
time was left went to watering
and attending to the trees. How-
ever, we were well repaid for our
trouble for the Trepassey arrived
at Port Stanley December 31st,
without a "casualty" among the
trees or the dogs.·
At the bunkering ports on the
voyage sou th both the dogs and
the strange but beautiful New-
foundland trees caused much
interest among the numerous
visitors to the little "essel, for
none of the people had ever
seen either, except perhaps in
picture form. The trees of
course were minutely inspected
and admired by the natives but,
needless to say, the dogs were
*The story of the Labrador dogs
that were taken safely across the
equator on board the Trepassey will
appear in our next issuc.-Editor.
(Cmztitwed Oft page 26)
On rac.·days during the summer there
is quit. a bit of activity on the Pond. Above,
the worning gun has gone and the boots
are geNing oway to the starting line. Inset,
Don Cloudon. Commodore of the New-
foundlond Snipe Racing Association and
President of the Avalon Yacht Club for 1947.
Tightening stays and otherwise geMing
the boots shipshape is an important pre·
liminary to every race at the Manuels Oub.
Photostory by Bill Dovies
The race 1position as :h on and the boManuels l .y come oro a~s lockey for
from St. J:g . Pond is obouun the buoy.
r.fOrl. Inse~s and is a fatv:~een mil ••
Seae'ary of th Arthur John ,,'e .umm..
the ....y.C .• an e N.S.R...... an~"';; E>e<u!;.e
e of the fou d eaetory of
n firs of the dub.
The high point
';"0 boah narro of Q rocfI com
lone. a. pktu d w dawn to th e. when
r. here. ft'. thril~ finishingang sport!
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(Continued from page 23)
viewed from a safe distance. At
Montevideo I had my hands full
endeavouring to hold on to our
trees for many of the English
community who visited the ves-
sel, including members from the
British Embassy, seemed to
think that I was trading in
Christmas trees!
I was pleasantly surprised to
find that the interest the people
of Stanley took in the trees was
such that it took no little
diplomacy on my part in dis-
tributing them, for each one
wan ted a tree for his garden.
However, as my original inten-
tion in bringing the trees to the
Falklands was to beautify the
coun tryside and provide the
nucleus of a Newfoundland
forest, I shared them equally
wi th Captain Roberts, Manager
of the Falkland Islands Trading
Company, whose hobby and in-
terest lay in horticulture, the
Director of Agriculture and His
Excellency the Governor.
Upon my return to Stanley
from the Antarctic nearly four
months later I found that the
saplings and seedlings, with the
exception of the silver birches,
were doing splendidly, and I
visualize the day when I shall
return to the Falklands and be
conducted to the "Sheppard
Forest" to inspect the shelter
I had been the means of provid-
ing for the sheep.
In reciprocation, the Depart-
men t of Agricul ture at Stanley
sent to its counterpart at St.
] ohn 's twelve boxes of young
tussac grass via the Trepassey.
On the voyage homeward we had
to give this grass considerable
attention, especially while work-
ing through the tropics, but
again we were lucky and ten of
the twelve boxes of tussac grass
were delivered in good condition.
I have recently been informed
that the tussac is doing well at
the Government Nursery. Tus-
sac grass grows only in the
Falklands, has a very high
nutritive and caloric value, and
if it thrives in Newfoundland it
may help to solve the food prob-
lem for farmers in the peaty and
barren sections of the country.
CONFIRMATION
By A. R. Scammell
DHAD come to an im-portant milestone inmy spiritual life. Iwas to be confirmed,
at the age of 13. I t was mid-
summer, the height of the fishing
season and the Lord Bishop
was making his confirmation
tour around the Island. We
were fishing, my father and
brothers, at Fogo Islands, some
15 miles away from our home,
and as nobody knew exactly
when the Bishop would be
along, father decided the best
thing for me to do was to stay
at home for a week so I'd be on
the spot when the Bishop arrived.
While I Was waiting to have
my spiritual life strengthened,
father made arrangements for
me to go fishing with a neigh-
bour, Uncle John. Thus I
could be earning something right
up to the actual laying on of
hands. So On l\londay morning
father and my other brothers
left for Fogo Islands and I
shipped with Uncle John.
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I had known Uncle John all
my life socially, but I had never
been associated with him on a
business basis. Fishing in thl'
same boat with a man you
really get to know him. Uncle
John was a tough old seadog
with a body warped by long
tussles with sea, ice and wind.
He was an excellent fisherman
with a natural kindly heart
masked by a gruff exterior that
commanded respect.
The old man fished in a motor-
boat driven by an ancient engine
known as a "Guarantee". She
was supposed to be very cheap
to operate, an ideal fishing
engine. She was cheap all
right, because she only went
when it pleased her. We used
to spend a lot of time sailing
or drifting about and of course,
that way we didn't burn much
oil. Getting her started was
nerve-wracking for both of us.
I suffered with the old man. The
fly-wheel was very heavy and
instead of requiring only one
quick jerk it had to be hove
around 10 or 12 times before
the engine would even consen t
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to wheeze. By that time, of
course, L1ncle John would be
wheezing himself. His breath
would come in hard laboured
gusts, the old Guarantee would
gurgle. cough and for some
time I'd be hard put to it to
know which was going, Unci"
John or the engine. If the
Guarantee wonlincleJohn would
relax, try to regulate his breath-
ing apparatus and scowl trium-
phantly. At other time the
engine would refuse lito catch".
ncle John would get crooked
then. Baffled by some dark
conspiracy of park plugs and
carburettors the old man's im-
agination would see the engine
as something hostile, silently
mocking his futile efforts to
make it work. A few audible
curses would escape from Uncle
John's lips and back on the
counter seat at the tiller, [
found myself alternately praying
silently that the engine would
go and cursing a bit to myself
in sympathy as the old man's
oaths grew mOre picturesque.
The second day out what [
had feared all the time came to
pass. [was seasick. i\ly con-
firmation classes with the rector
had tended to strengthen my
belief in prayer and 1 had prayed
strenuously that 1 wouldn't be
seasick while with Uncle John.
1 didn't want the hard old son
of Neptune to see me as the
helpless. wretched, retching ob-
ject 1 became when my semi-
circular canals lost their equilib-
rium. But it was all of no avail.
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1 tried to fool myself that
1 wasn't going to be sick. 1
forced myself to eat with the
old man, 1 laughed a shrill,
derisive laugh when ncle John
asked me if [ felt qualmish.
but when my stomach finally
revolted and cast its bread upon
the waters. 1 could no longer
keep up and huddlt:d, a broken.
green-faced thing in the after
standing room. My belief in
the efficacy of prayer and the
spiri tual life ebbed fast as waves
of seasickness and nausea en-
gulfed me. ncle John was
solicitous and tried to inject
some pluck into me with his
heartening advice to "shake it
off," but [ was past all aid,
human or divine. Seasickness
isolates you from the universe.
You are alone, you and your
digestive system. You loathe
yourself with a great enveloping
self-loathing. Your only desire
is to be let alone to die. Uncle
John let me alone after a bit.
He hauled up the heavy grapnel
himself. He set the engine
going and steered the boat
himself. And then his luck ran
out. The Guarantee got tired.
The wind rose. Uncle John
wheezed away coaxingly at the
fly-wheel but the Guarantee re-
fused to be lured. Finally,
ncle John burst out "I'd sell
boat. boy and engine now to
anyone who'd give me 50."
i~k as 1 was [ couldn't help
d~ing a little mental arithmetic
and [ came to the conclusior
that after taking the worth 0
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the boat and eng-ine out of the
old man's price he wasn't allow-
ing very much for me. But
whate\"er it was, it was more
than m,· own valuation of m"self
at the time. -
L'ncle John went 10 church and
paid the parson but religious
forms did not touch his life
very intimately. Every evening
after the fish was put away Uncle
John told me tn 1(0 to the parson
and find out where the bishop's
boat wa , as he didn't want to
nave to leave the fishing ground
to bring me in \\ hen the bishop
came. Even a bishop was not
that important in hi eyes.
Then the dogfish came. Before
their arrival we had been getting
a lillie cod fish. . 'ow, however,
nearly every time we'd haul up
the lines that pest of creation,
the dogfish, would be dangling
from the hooks. Uncle John
hated them with the bitter,
blistering hatred of your true
codfisherman. Dog-fi h and en-
gines were two of the things
that aroused him to profanity,
and wear words varied and
colorful would curl and twist
around the eng-ine house and
trike my ears. I had nothing
personal against the dogfish.
I had not, like Uncle John,
pent a lifetime building up a
rich store of hatred against them.
But they were making Uncle
John cu and that was enough
for me. I worked myself into
a rage far worse than the old
man's. I beat the dogfish un-
nlPrcifully against the gunwale,
.-~~~.~,~ -
Produced by Job Bro,. ond _ • ~ .•__~.;=...
Co. ltd., one of the olde,t _-::. c:oi>u"Ii:Li.TS-:;
firms in Newfoundland, ---=....!'••• ,..m~::....u....--
Hubey quick frozen Cod- - ••• JOB BROS~.··
fillets ore becoming more - •••• LTD.••••
and more well-known in •••'-----
North America. Newfound-
land Codfish, ceught in the
crystal-c1eor waters of the
North Atlantic, pocked and
frozen by the quick-freeze
method i, indeed Seafood
par excellence.
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scious took over and surpassed
itself. The sulphurous stream
of epithets rose to a crescendo,
then slowly died away. Both
ncle John and myself stood
motionless, listening, hardlycred-
iting our ears. Then the old
man spoke: "If that bishop don't
soon come, my boy, he'll be
too late to do you any good."
From that day on Uncle
John's interest in the bishop's
arrival quickened. He'd go to
the parsons himself in the
even ing to get the la test news
and he tried his best to con trol
his language. I knew the old
fellow was thinking about me
and I took care not to let him
hear me swearing again. After
all I had had my fling. I knew
now what heights I was capable
of reaching under pressure and
was satisfied to rest on my
laurels. In due time, His Lord-
snip arrived and under Uncle
John's watchful eye I knelt
before the holy man. I was
confirmed.
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belabored them wi th the hand-
gaff, and cut off their noses.
Uncle John's approval of all
this misspen t energy wen t to
my head and I wore myself
out with redoubled fury, But
the grey, writhing tormentors
still took the bait and my
language inhibitions, sharpened
by confirmation classes, grad-
ually faded away.
I started off with two or three
loud experimental IIdamns."
They sounded fine to my ap-
praising ears. .Writers tell me
that one has to draw heavily
from one's subconscious mind
for writing material. It is the
same with profanity. You start
off an ywhere wi th no precon-
ceived pattern of cursing in mind
and vour subconscious does the
rest.' My cuss words were now
twirling around the engine house
and colliding with Uncle John's
just forr'ad of the midship
bend.
The old man reproved me.
°Now, boy, if there's any cus-
sing to be done around here
I'll do it." He had a vague Uncle John has long since
notion that a boy on the hand gone-not to his rest for that
of being confirmed shouldn't be would be no heaven for him.
using the language that I was I like to think that he is still
using. He felt a bit guilty tv<> fishing-in a dogfish-less world
that I appeared to be steadily where his old Guarantee always
falling from grace while under gives him back wheeze for
his care. Then, I caught a wheeze and no seasick young-
huge dogfish and in trying to sters are aboard to pick up any
unhook it on the gunwale I stray cuss word he throws out
drove one of the sharp bony in sheer joy. I hope he can
prongs on its back into my look down on his old shipmate
hand. The sudden pain brought today without too many qualms.
the curses quickly to my lips After all a teacher must watch
and from there on my subcon- his language.
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Three other Songs
by A. R. Scammell
are put on discs
FANS of A. R. Scammell's
"Sauid Jig-gin' Ground" will
be glad to learn that recording-s
of three of his other pieces of
Newfoundland folklore, "The
Six Horse-Power Coaker",
"Squarin' Up", and "The Shoot-
ing of the Bawks" have been
made and will soon be available.
Two records will now be added
to the "Squid Jiggin' Ground",
One with "The Six Horse-Power
Coaker" on one side and "Squar-
in' Up" On the other, and the
second with the longer song
"The Shooting of the Bawks"
~omplete.
The poetry of A. R. Scammell
is rich in Newfoundland lore
and sparkles with native humor.
His description of the dilapid-
ated and fickle "Coaker" engine
is typical:
"She was lashed up with wires,
and packed with motor car
tires,
0, how we did labour and
score,
As wi th posts on each side,
we earnestl y tried
To keep her from leavin' the
boat".
These new recording will make
a welcome addition to "ew-
foundland homes, and wherever
they go abroad, they will be
instruments of goodwill for the
author's native land.
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDtAND
Cab/e Address - 'Deer/ake'
Steamship Agents and Brokers
Associated with British, Canadian and American Owners
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NEWFOUNDLAND marks 450th year
Photos by Marshall Studios Ltd. DHOUSANDS of Newfoundlandersgathered near Cabot Toweron historic Signal Hill on June24th to honor the 450th an-
niversary of the discovery of the island
by John Cabot. Dignitaries af Church
and Stote participated in the memorial,
ceremonies, which included the officiol
opening of a new highway from Cabot
Tower to Cabot's landfall at Cape
Banavista. Upper left; Sir Gordon
Macdonald, Governor of Newfoundland,
cuts the silken ribbon to apen the new
highway. Beside him is Dr. V. P. Burke,
Chairman of the Celebration committee.
Lower left; Port of the crowd gathered
near flag-draped Cabot Tower during
the ceremonies. Bottom; The celebrants
watch the laying of the corner-stone of
Cabot Lockaut which will command "The
Narrows" at the entrance of St. John's
Harbor. Right: His Excellency Coadjutor
Archbishop Flynn lays the corner-stone of
Cabot Lockout as representative of His
Grace Archbishop Roche. Several me-
mentos of the historic occasion have been
sealed inside the stone.
BRISTOL Honours John Cabot
DHE city of Bristol makesmuch of the fact thatJohn Cabot set soil fromthat port on his voyage
of discovery in 1497, and this year
on the 2nd of May, 450th anniver-
sary of the departure of Cabot's
ship "Matthew", Bristol honoured
this Merchant Adventurer of the past
in a manner fitting to the occasion.
These two landmarks pictured here,
Cabot Tower, standing at one end
of Clifton suspension bridge over-
looking the Severn River, and the
plaque, set up on the waterfront
near the site from whence the
"Matthew" soiled, ore constant
reminders for the people of Bristol
and visitors to the city that the
voy.age which marked the birth of
an empire had its beginnings in
that port. Bottom picture shows spot
from which Cabot is said to have
sailed.
Photos by W. H, Orton, Bristol
TWO FISH
CUf, Coe/Uf ead
By Maxwell Plowman
OVISIT :\ewfoundlandever\' second or thirdyear'during the mon thof July for the trout
fishing and in 1946 I arrived in
Port Rex ton on July 15th,
having flown from Boston to
Torbay and continuing by train
from St, John's to myoid home
in Trinity Bay. I was fortunate
enough to find in Port Rexton
an old schoolmate, Jim, who had
served with the Ro\'al Artillerv
and who had been li';ing since his
discharge in Toronto, Two days
later two salesmen, \"hit and'
Sandy, former residents of Port
Rexton, came from St. John's
to spend their holidays, Three
days later another Port Rex·
tonite who was making his first
Max Plowman, a native of Port Rexton,
Trinity Bay, is British Vice-Consul in
Boston, Mass.
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return to his old home town in
over twenty years, and whose
name was Ike, arrived from
;\ew York. Thus the quintet
was complete, representing To-
ronto, 51. John's. 'ew York and
Bo ton, and being for the pre-
sent. 'ewfoundlanders all.
On July 21st we met at Jim's
house to plan our fishing trip
and the menu, which consisted
of beans, corned-beef, eggs, to-
mato juice, fruit, fat pork, bacon,
bread, salt fish and enough tea
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and sugar to keep an ordinary
family for a month. Also in-
cluded in the menu were three
bottles of rum to be used in
cases of snake-bite, etc. July
22nd dawned fine and clear and
shortly after eight o-c1ock we
all boarded a truck owned by
Whit's brother and with all our
fishing equipment, food, two
tents and extra clothes, took off
for the great outdoors. After
an hour's ride we arrived at
the southern end of a small
lake known as World Pond,
where we unloaded our equip-
ment and re-loaded it in a small
boat which had been hauled in
the previous day, and from there
we rowed to the upper end of the
lake where we set up our tent
on a grassy slope facing the
lake and in fron t of a grove of
spruces.
So by noon of that day our
headquarters had been estab-
lished, and having eaten our
first meal ou Ldoors, which tasted
better than anything I had eaten
since I had last gone camping,
we set out by boat for the
eastern side of the lake where a
small river was flowing in a
westerly direction. This river,
we had been informed, would
produce some excellent fishing.
Jim, Sandy and Whit went a
mile or so down-stream while
Ike and I remained near the
river's mouth. On the second
cast I landed a nice eleven-inch
trout and the fun was on. For
over an hour after that I got
strikes on almost every cast, and
in all I landed more than 40
trou t, all over ten inches long,
besides many more under that
size. Ike was having similar
good luck even though he was
fishing the easy way, sitting
down on the bank. Having
landed over 75 trou t between
us, we decided to wade down
stream to meet the rest of the
party. We found thaL they were
also having good luck, getting
bigger trout than we had but
not quite so many. So we called
it a day and rowed back to our
camp, to find on reaching there
tha t the ou tdoor exercise had
produced in all of us a prodigious
appetite, and Jim being elected
cook for the first day, soon dished
up a swell meal of fried trout,
beans and pota toes, topped off
with scalding hot tea and "par-
tridge-berry" jam bread. After
washing the dishes and singing
a song or two we all "turned in"
on our couches of fir boughs to
the music of loons calling far
out in the lake.
.-\fter breakfast on the follow-
ing morning we began a trek
of over two miles across bog-
land and through clumps of firs
and spruces to a small pond
known as Carroll's Pond. Soon
a veil from Whit summoned us
all to that part of the pond where
he was landing "twelve inchers"
on almost every cast. For
almost three hours we fished
in an area not more than 100
yards square, and considering
the average size of the trou t, I
do not believe I have enjoyed
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and
Exporters:
FISH
CHARLOTTETOWN. P.E.!.
Representatives Wonted.
better fishing-. I had brought
several kinds of fancy flies
from Boston: l\lontreals, Hack-
Ies, Coachmen, Silver Doctors,
etc., but none proved so effective
as a g-rey-and-whiLe fly that
Sandy had picked up in St.
John's. The trout would jump
afLer iL even though only a
shread of a feather was left on
the hook. BeLween us we carried
over thirty dozen trout from
that pond, all over eight inches
long, practically all caug-ht in
one poo!.- Whit and Sandy had
fished on the Humber and
Gambo, and I had been on
Sabago and Rang-eley lakes in
Maine, but we all ag-reed that
these spots had nothing on this
\Vorld Pond area where we
then were. The legal limi t for
trout in Newfoundland is 36
per day but we argued tha t
since we were using half of our
daily catch for food, the three
dozen limit did not apply in
our case. The walk back to our
camp seemed twice as long as
the hike in and the trout creels
got heavier at every step. That
night we all were so tired that
we did not even hear the loons.
We slept in late the following
morning as we intended to
Lravel far afield that day. So
about ten o'clock we got on
board our trusty sloop and
rowed to the western side of
the lake where we landed and
having dragged our boat up on
shore we walked about two
miles to another pond which was
part of the same waterway
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
St. John's
Newfoundland
C,%~d, 01
P.E.I. POTATOES
AND TURNIPS
ASSOCIATED
SHIPPERS INC.
FISHERY
PRODUCTS
Crosbie &Co. Ltd.
Hall &Siaverl Ltd.
MARINE HARDWARE
PROPELLERS - SHAFTING
BEARINGS TRAP HAULERS
MANY OTHER ITEMS
Send for free cotalogue.
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system as was our lake, and
which was called Rockv Pond.
This was where I aln~ost got
the legendary big fellow that
always gets away. \\'e were
just about to call it a day when
I hooked onto what appeared
to be at least a two-pounder,
and after playing him for a time
I commenced working him to-
ward the hore. \"hen I had
him almo t in reach of my net
he darted under the branches of
a tree that was lying about six
feet from the shore and in trying
to extricate him I broke the tip
of my beloved Hardy rod, and
lost the trou t in the bargain.
So that day ended disastrously.
The following day we got an
early start towards the brook
where we had fished on our
hrst day in, but we did not
get so many trout as we did
on that first day. Having
caught only about nine or ten
"twelve inchers" apiece, we de·
cided to go after bigger sport:
We found that the salmon were
not in terested in Streamers or
any of the conventional type
of fly but would jump for the
same grey-and-white fly men-
tioned above. We managed to
land three or four apiece, each
weighing between three and
five pounds. About 4:00 P.~1.
we began the long trek back to
the camp with our heavy load
of trout and salmon, but being
in better condition than when
we started the trip, we did not
tire half as easily as on the
hike to Carroll's Pond, two
At the first sign of a cold,
when you look for quick re-
lief from cold misery try Atka-
Seltzer. Drop one or two tab-
lets in a glass of water. Watch
it fizz and sparkle, note its
clean pleasant taste.
For Sore Throat-dissolve
two Atka-Seltzer tablets in a
quarter glass of hot water and
use as a gargle-see how
quickly it relieves that
"scratchy" throat irritation.
Atka-Seltzer offers prompt,
efficient relief for the discom-
fort of colds, sore throat,
aches and pains, acid or sour
stomach.
Keep a bottle of Alka-
Seltzer in your home. It's
economical for it has so
many uses.
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days before. On our way back
we saw several young gulls and
of which Sandy shot down three.
The following day which was
to be the last full day of our
trip, we took it easy in the
morning and after lunch took
off overland in a north-west
direction for a place known as
Stock Pond. The going was
easy as we followed an old
disused road right up to the
edge of the pond. There in
about· ninety minutes we loaded
our creels with trout ranging
up to twleve inches in length.
I have seen places where the
trout ran larger but certainly
no spot could produce more or
hungrier fish. .
To those who wish to enjoy
some of the fun that we had
last year, may I say that Port
Rexton is accessible by train or
automobile from St. John's. No
guides are necessary in that
region as thp loea I residen ts are
always happy to show the itin-
eran t fisherman where the best
spots are. In that area which
is roughly pquidistant from Port
Rexton, Catalina and King's
Cove, lie about 30 or 40 ponds
equally as good as those men-
tioned in this article. So if
you are one of those queer
individuals who think that there
is no sport like fishing and no
fishing like trout fishing, come
down to the unspoiled and un-
crowded North Trinity Bay
coun try, where two or three
fish on ONE ca.st are the rule
ra ther than the exception.
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The
D.an
from
Conten,t
By Thomos Green
DR. JAt\/ES C. PINCOCK,
superintendent of Winni-
peg schools, is such a born
educationist that he even timed
his coming into the world to co-
incide with the opening of the fall
term. That was September 3,
1885. As soon as he was big
enough to carry a book he wen t
to school, and he has been aSSOC-
iated with schools in one way or
another ever since.
James Pincock's father was a
Methodist minister who came
from Lancashire to Newfound-
land in /874. In the Methodist
tradition of itinerancy, he moved
about from place to place on
the island. His son James was
Reprinted from the Winnipeg Tribune.
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born at a place called Little
Bay.
As the family continued to
move from parsonage to parson-
age, youn~ Pincock came to
know much about Newfound-
land and Newfoundlanders. He
lived in places like Bonavista,
with its relics of French occupa-
tion, which this year celebrated
its discovery by John Cabot 450
years ago.
He learned the three R's in
towns with intriguing names like
Cupids and Heart's Content.
The little sea town of Heart's
Con ten t was the western term-
inus of one of the first Atlantic
cables. Young Pincock watched
the cable repair ships come in,
unreeling the great lead-covered
coils that began across the sea.
In 1893 James Pincock entered
the Methodist College in St.
John's and came under the
influence of Robert Holloway,
a mathematics and science teach-
er, who first inspired him with
Jove of things scientific and
mathematical. One day Hol-
loway took his pupils, including
young Pincock, to see a dem-
onstration of the new wonder
wireless telegraphy a t the legis-
lative buildings in St. John's.
The demonstra tor turned ou t to
be a young man named Gugielmo
Marconi.
From his classroom window
Pincock later watched Marconi
experimentin~ with kites and
balloons in his a ttempt to get
an aerial high enough for trans-
Atlantic messages. Indeed,
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Marconi did finally succeed in
bridging the Atlantic by wireless
from this vantage point on
Signal Hill in St. John's.
When he matriculated, Pin-
cock decided to teach for a year
or two to get enough money to
go to university. He signed on
at the school in Twillingate for
two years, at a stipend of $370.
He managed to save $250 of this
amount and proceeded bravely
to Mount Allison in Sackville,
to study engineering.
However, as the term wore on
he found himself walking past
the public school in Sackville
more and more frequently. The
urge to enter and take part in the
proceedings grew stronger and
stronger. Finally he changed to
to the arts course in order to
become a teacher.
Pincockfinanced the remainder
of his universi ty course by
selling stereoptican views and
enlarged colored photographs-
hot-cake items in those days.
He edi ted the college magazine,
the Argosy, graduated at the
head of his class and was vale-
dictorian for his year.
After teaching for a while in
the Maritimes, he married Olive
Stothart and came West in 1912.
Dr. Daniel McIntyre was school
superintendent then and he
promptly sent the young New-
foundland m a thema tician to
teach a t the Old Cen tral Col-
legia te on Ka te street. La ter he
was moved to Isaac Brock.
In 1919 he was named secre-
tary of the superintendent's de-
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partment and in 1921 he and
J. B. Wallis were named assis-
tant superintendents. In 1935,
on retirement of Major Duncan,
Dr. Pincock was appointed sup-
erintendent of Winnipeg schools.
That means that Dr. Pincock
(Mount Allison honored him
with a LL.D. in 1935) is in
charge of more than 1,000
teachers, instructing31,OOO
children in 64 schools, with six
more schools in the blueprints.
To the thousands who know him.
Dr. Pincock is a genial, kindly
figure with the precision of a
mathematician and the practic-
ality of a Newfoundlander, an
able organizer and admin-
istrator. He has the air of a
teacher-the very shape of his
head seems to speak of complete
mastery of compound fractions
and quadratic equations.
Many changes have taken
place in education since young
Mr. Pincock first chalked a
blackboard at Twillingate. In
those days, he says, few studen ts
wen t On to high school and fewer
still to college. The courses in
high school were designed as
stepping stones to the learned
professions or the church-they
met the needs of the few.
Today, however, a greater
percentage of children complete
high school. Therefore the cur-
riculum has had to be changed.
Because most students now fin-
ish school with the immediate
necessity of finding jobs, some-
thing had to be done in the
schoolroom to fi t them for those
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jobs. Dr. Pincock is firmly
convinced of the value of voca-
tional training. During his
tenure the practical side of
education has been grea t1y em-
phasized although the purely
cultural has been retained wher-
ever possible. This process of
change is still going on-the
large vocational t.aining school
which is expected to serve the
whole metropolitan area is in-
dicative.
Dr. Pincock has not forgotten
his native ;\ewfoundland-he
hopes to write a book about it
some day. He would like to
see it the tenth province. but is
not too sure it will ha ppen.
In his leisure time he is an
ardent fisherman and canoeist.
He plays golf "reasonably well".
he says. That means he has
been known to break 80. He
has been or is on the executive
of the ;\Ianitoba Education As-
sociation, the Winnipeg Teachers
Association. the Canadian Club.
the Winnipeg Schoolmasters
Club. and the Winnipeg Board
of Trade. He is also chairman
of the ad visory board of the
provincial department of educa-
tion.
But above everything else
Dr. Pincock remains a teacher.
It would be easy to believe that
what he would enjoy most any
of these fine mornings would
be to drill a class in the mysteries
of isoceles triangles.
~T~i!l;?~
PURITY OATS ,~='PIONEER FEEDS
WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO. LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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to a
IlCORNED BEEf and CabbageSupper and Donce is an annualfeature of the NewfoundlandAssociation of Toronto. This
event usually draws a large number of
Newfoundlanders resident in the Queen
City, and some visitors from other places.
Among the guests at the 1947 New-
foundland "time" in Toronto was Bill
Davies, representing Atlantic Guardian,
who took the pictures reproduced on
these pages. The Corned Beef and
Cabbage Supper, and on outdoor picnic
held in the summer, are the chief social
events sponsored by the Toronto New-
foundland Club and these, in addition
to regular monthly meetings, serve to
bring the Newfoundland papulation to-
gether. Similar clubs ore adive in
New York, Boston, Montreal, and other
places in the United States cnd Canada.
DAVIES PICTURES
Corned beef and cabbage,
cooked Newfoundland·s-tyt., is
served by Mn. John Sproddin
(51. John',) left, Mn. C. Payne
(Trinity &oy) ,entr., ond Mrs.
E. Whittier 1St. John's) right.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ash (Port
Re.'on) hand over their loeb to
Percy Knight (Morton', Harbour).
Mr. Ash hos been a stnKtural
st••l worker in Canada for 24
years, while Mr. Knight has
followed the carpentry trode.
Once a year Newfoundlanders from all ports of
the great city of Toronto sit down together to enjoy
a meal reminiu'Bnt of the homelond and to renew
acquaintance, and swap storie' about the old days.
No Newfoundland gathering would b. compl.t. without
a reminder of the salmon streams. In this picture two
of the wiMen of a round of ofter·diMer "jigging" in
the rlSh pond proudly display their catch. Mrs. Gertrude
Ploughman Burford (Port Rea.tonl was the lucky lady and
T. J. Windsor (Tilt Cove), a butcher in Canada for 28
years, shared honours with C. 8. Moyte. of (lewi.port.).
Aft... cUnner tt,e party moved
upstairs and deared the floors
for ofd·fashioned Newfoundland
.quare dances. The party wo.
hetped along by Aoor Manager
Joe Show, lower right, who
regretted that he waJf\'t a New-
foun'dlander but found hhmeH
playing the port of one ell the
.quare dances got underway.
Th. becuttve and post pr..ldentt of the Toronto
Newfoundland Society keep the organlzation
togeth... and or. always on the lookout for New-
foundlande,. in their territory who ne.d a helping
hand, From left '0 right (rear row) G, Rolph
(Oark.'s leachl; Jack Morris (Lower lsJand Covel
tr.asurer; Edward Patten (Grand lank) post
president; Joe Fa....kn... (Lower Island Cove)
immediate pa.t president. J. Garland (Lower bland
Coni past president. Middl. row, Mn. H. Garland
(lower bland Co...e) recording secretary; W. Yat..,
chairman entertainment committee; Mn. C. Payne,
Max ",dlow (Fogo) corresponding secretary,
Mrs. S. Roberts (Trinity Eo.t) 2nd vice-pre.io.nt.
Front row, R. Hutchings (Sunnysidel Percy Knight
(Moreton's Harbour) ...ke-presldent, Adom Droke
(Catalina) president, and Tom Droke (Cotallno)
post pr••ldent of the Toronto Newfoundland Society.
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.Next, ladies and gentlemen, we
would like to call your attention to
the canvas, Procession of the Hours,
by R. S. M. Shep-
herd, A.C. V.A., 23-
year·old son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. W.
Shepherd of Clarkes
Beach, N£ld., where
Mr. Shepherd sen ior
is principal of St.
R. S. M. Shephe,d John's High School.
\Ve are informed by H. Somerton,
of Toronto, that this canvas won the
Loomis and Toles Award as the finest
work in a Canadian Younger Artists
Exhibition held in Toronto last May.
Only 50 entries were accepted from
over 200 works submitted for hanging
at this exhibition.
We Jearn from the young artist
himself that the letters A.C. V.A.
stand for Associate of the Canadian
Younger Artists. "I may add," says
Me Shepherd, "that this is not a
group of young artists but a younger
society of artists compared to D.S.A.
or the R.C.A. Although I am one
of the youngest members, at 23, some
of us are as old as 45 and 50 years."
Mr. Shepherd is now living and
working in Toronto but makes fre-
quent trips to Newfoundland.
.We have a soft spot in our hearts
around lhis office for the handsome
young five-year-old whose picture
is reproduced here. A frequent and
Serving
Newfoundland
with the
products of
Industrial
Chemistry
We Wuc
HEWFOUBDLAHD STAMPS
HIgh cash payments ror
mNtld stamps. old or new.Mall us a shipment to.day. We reply prompt~yby alrmall.Mayfair Stamp Co.
_ 8lS Regal ~ri.J':ronto 10
To ensure regular
delivery of Atlantic
Guardian each
month, subscribers
who change their
address should notify us in time to
have the necessary changes made.
Please send both old and new
addresses.
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welcome VIsitor to our office during
the past year or so, he is Douglas
Thistle, son of \Valter and Lillian
Thistle of St. John's. Douglas has
been living in Montreal and started
his education here. Now, however,
his parents have returned to New-
foundland and although, reluctant to
be deprived of his cheerful presence,
we offered Douglas a job as copyboy,
they refused to close with OUf generous
offer and took him back with them.
\Ve are holding the job open, how-
ever, and if things get too dull entirely
around here may even arrange to
kidnap our cheerful little friend aDd
bring him back here to brighten the
days in his own inimitable manner.
e\Ve have a stern note here from
William J. :\loore, of 223 Grafton
Street, Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island, taking us to task (or not yet
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Paint Products
of Qualify
are designed
and tested for
long life and
Protection in
rigorous climates.
Sold all aver
the Island.
n. Su dud Mallfact.ril'
ce.~
ST. JOHN'S, NFlD.
OKA
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BROWN'S OYSTER BAR
Barrels, half·barrels and quarter
barrels shipped to Newfound-
land and other paints.
Your enquiries invited.
In! KENT ST, CHARLOTIETOWN, P.E.!.
.JA-. NEWFOUNDLAND
1., ENCLAND, IURO"',
ASIA, APRICA,
CANADA, U.S.A.,
CENTRAL L S.A_CA,
WElIT INDIES.
HARr!r~~!.£fl.lTI.
TRAVEL AGENCY
Off"";n .... Ilowfou...._ Hotel,St.'"
THE WELCOME SIGH
IS ALWAYS OUT
TO THE TRAVELLING
)l'UBLIC OF NEWFOUNDLAND
Th~re is a \...~komr ror you at this modern
hotel Ct'ntr•.tl)· locat~ midway betw~n tht-
NFLD. Rail .....a)· tfOrmlnU! and the C.N.R .
• tatlon-naht in the heart of Nonh Sydney
.Drw 1!~rllllont 1!)otrl
q ," ..... f)Nf'f N0"t ,,~('
having done an article on the Codroy
Valley.
This is "one of the West Coast's
foremost agricultural and scenic areas",
Mr. Moore (who, it is needless to say,
hails from Codroy), informs us, "and I
belleve an article on this part of our
island would be an asset to your
magazine."
Well, Sir, in this job as in any other
the customer is always right. We have
our man in Newfoundland right at the
moment and shall send out a runner at
once to instruct him to collect all
available pictures and material on
COOroy in preparation for an article
that we hope will meet with your
approval.
Thank you for your kind suggestion
-we were just joking about that
"stern note"-and for your even
kinder expressions' of appreciation of
our magazine.
• For our review department this
month we have The Forlunian, a
magazine put out by Fortune United
Church School and dedicated this year
to S4 ex-pupils of the school who
served in the Second Great War. five
of them paying the supreme sacrifice.
We think it's a fine school magazine.
It has a little more humor than most
publications of its type and a sophisti-
cation in content and make up that is
definitely impressive.
We liked particularly the novel
advertisement of the Fortune United
Church Board of Education.
Under a bold heading, Importers-
Exporters, the advertisement says:
"Compliments of the United Church
Board of Education: Dealers in Educa·
tion. Our prices are right. No
bargain sales on these goods. Know-
ledge is power."
That, we think is a very nice thought.
Congratulations.
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)R ALL NEWFOUNDLANDERS!
THE MAN OF MARS
OOKS AT NEWFOUNDLAND"
erhaps the most significant article
m Newfoundland ever written ... a
:>oak-Iength study of the Island
in its 450th year.
25 cents per copy at your favorite
bookstand (in Newfoundland) or
direct from the publishers.
"THE OCEAN AT MY DOor
A collection of Newfoundland st.
by Ron Pollet . . . wholes
down-to-earth and colourful
every one a classic.
Orders now being token b
Publishers at 25 cents per
Out in September.
Published by
GUARDIAN ASSOCIATES LTD.
--~ "L-rhrooke Street West, Montreal, P.O.
-"'DF'lIAN
BOOKS TH,A
NEWFOUNr
ON THE
Down by
the Sea ..
Hon. W. S. M~n,oe, Presiden'
ummertime in Newfoundland is fishing time-fishing fOI" cod in a vast
k1ond·wide sea-harvest tho' combines the adventure of bottling the
elemenk and the challenge of making a living. Down by the sea boys
become men in a few years and young men or. vet.rans in the ways of
an oge·old industry. The colorful procession of the boots putting out to
seo ITom hundreds of village ports in search of the codfish, and returning
well-Ioden at the end of the day is an integral port of Newfoundland',
life. It is 0 pjcf\jre which kos a conston' freshness for the Newfoundlander,
for in its shades and shadows lie, his welt-being and the well-being of his
family. For the stronger it is a new and fascinating pageant of Coastal
lif. which makes a visit down to 'k. sea well worth while. for the ortist
and the photographer the Newfoundland harvest of the seo offers ever-
chonging subjects in infinite variety.
The Newfoundland American
Insurance Company f limited
was incorporated July 24,
1944, under the laws of New-
foundland. All classes of
insurance are transacted
(except life). The Company
receives business from
numerous sources in
the United States, Canoda,
England and Newfoundland.
